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I’m based in Monaco, but UK domiciled. I had built up a large UK
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pension and wanted advice on whether it made sense to keep it in
place or explore an alternative offshore arrangement.
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Remotely from London Stuart undertook
a full appraisal of my existing pension
arrangements. He established my current
and future plans as to where my family I
wanted to eventually reside. He met with
us in person and returned later to
complete the advice.

the assets involved. Stuart kept us
informed throughout the process, so we
always knew where we stood.

Brian and Jo wanted to address their estate planning as they
were very concerned about the impact of
inheritance tax.
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Protecting their income meant they had complete comfort that
not only did they have suﬀicient income in the short to medium
term, but in the longer term they would be able to meet any
additional care costs. By structuring their investment assets
using a combination of trusts and investments they were able to
mitigate the amount of inheritance tax their estate would pay.
Brian and Jo continue to enjoy their retirement, indulging their
grandchildren, content that those who matter most to them will
continue to benefit from their hard work and prudence.
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